


Synoptic-dynamic Meteorology in Midlatitudes: Principles of kinematics and dynamics, , Howard B.
Bluestein, Oxford University Press, 1992, 0195062671, 9780195062670, 431 pages. This new,
comprehensive textbook for upper-division undergraduate and graduate students of meteorology
presents for the first time information that is now considered essential in modern weather
forecasting. Based on a successful series of courses taught by the author at the University of
Oklahoma, the text carefully examines the foundations of synoptic meteorology, from the analysis of
scalar fields to atmospheric kinematics, dynamics, and thermodynamics. Newer topics such as
Q-vectors, and modern observing systems such as Doppler radar are discussed, and several
detailed figures and many helpful problems are included. This timely work emphasizes both physical
understanding and mathematical analysis, and clearly explains observations in light of current
theory. It will be a valuable reference for weather forecasters and researchers as well as students.. 

Some statistical and mathematical approaches to meteorology Final report on Contract No.
AF19(122)-446, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Division of Industrial Cooperation, ,
Science, . .

Mesoscale-Convective Processes in the Atmosphere , Robert J. Trapp, Mar 25, 2013, Science, 346
pages. "This is the first modern textbook devoted solely to mesoscale-convective processes in the
atmosphere. Such processes are realized in the form of thunderstorms and associated ....

Weather Forecasting Handbook , Tim Vasquez, Dec 1, 2002, , 198 pages. A guide to weather
forecasting covers forecasting principles, techniques, and tools..

Satellite and computer applications to synoptic meteorology Lectures presented during the scientific
discussions at the fifth session of the Commission for Synoptic Meteorology (Geneva, 15 June - 3
July 1970)., World Meteorological Organization. Commission for Synoptic Meteorology, 1971,
Science, 88 pages. .

Some applications of statistics to meteorology , Hans A. Panofsky, Glenn Wilson Brier, 1968,
Mathematics, 224 pages. .

Meteorological Monographs, Volume 17 , , 1947, Juvenile Nonfiction, . .

Weather satellites systems, data, and environmental applications, Peter S. Ray, Jan 1, 1986,
Nature, 793 pages. Very Good,No Highlights or Markup,all pages are intact..

Synoptic meteorology as practiced by the National Meteorological ..., Parts 1-2 the NAWAC manual,
National Weather Analysis Center (U.S.), 1963, , . .

Atmospheric convection research and operational forecasting aspects, Dario B. Giaiotti, Reinhold
Steinacker, Fulvio Stel, Apr 30, 2007, Science, 222 pages. A book on atmospheric convection
treated in detail from different angles including the theoretical aspects of atmospheric deep
convection and the weather phenomena related to ....

Dynamics of mesoscale weather systems NCAR summer colloquium lecture notes : 11 June-6 July
1984, Boulder, Colo, Joseph B. Klemp, Kerry Andrew Emanuel, David J. Raymond, National Center
for Atmospheric Research (U.S.), , Science, 591 pages. .

Meteorology for scientists and engineers , Roland B. Stull, C. Donald Ahrens, 2000, Nature, 502
pages. The Second Edition of Roland Stull's METEOROLOGY FOR SCIENTISTS AND
ENGINEERS lets professors quantify the concepts in Ahren's METEOROLOGY TODAY, SEVENTH
EDITION like never ....

The Computational Stability of Meteorological Prediction Equations , George W. Platzman, 1958,
Science, 54 pages. .



This new, comprehensive textbook for upper-division undergraduate and graduate students of
meteorology presents for the first time information that is now considered essential in modern
weather forecasting. Based on a successful series of courses taught by the author at the University
of Oklahoma, the text carefully examines the foundations of synoptic meteorology, from the analysis
of scalar fields to atmospheric kinematics, dynamics, and thermodynamics. Newer topics such as
Q-vectors, and modern observing systems such as Doppler radar are discussed, and several
detailed figures and many helpful problems are included. This timely work emphasizes both physical
understanding and mathematical analysis, and clearly explains observations in light of current
theory. It will be a valuable reference for weather forecasters and researchers as well as students.

"The book seems to contain everything. . . . highly detailed, rich in examples, and careful to provide
values and units for even the most mundane physical constant. The figures are of excellent quality. I
recommend this book for everyone's library and for use in routine synoptic and dynamic
meteorology courses." --Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

"Contains theory now considered essential in weather forecasting. The text is accompanied by
many, clearly drawn figures which are often used to link together theory and observation. Each
chapter contains an extensive list of references. . . . those involved in forecasting and those new to
dynamical meteorology will find it a very useful reference text." --Weather

This is the 1st of 2 books written by Dr. Bluestein to teach synoptic and dynamic meteorology to
undergraduate college students. Unlike other textbooks, this textbook takes the time to show alot
more of the steps in the derivation of equations used in meteorology. Of course this has added to
the size of the book but the fact that the author has taken the care to include this in his book is quite
helpful for those learning meteorology. It is a useful reference book.

This book (and the Vol. II) is a good reference for meteorological basis on phisics and atmospheric
sciences itself, I already had thought about buying it here in Brasil (country that I live) but they would
cost me about 120 bucks each volume, since on amazon it ended up for about 60 each delivered in
my house (ok, It took 4 weeks, but it's a long way for a legless book!!) and, like all my products so
far, they arrived in perfect shape.
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Book Description: 1992. Hardback. Book Condition: New. This brand new copy of Synoptic-Dynamic
Meteorology in Midlatitudes: Principles of Kinematics and Dynamics v.1 by Howard Bluestein is
waiting for you in our UK warehouse. If you order before 1pm on a working day, we'll get it in today's
post. Otherwise we'll post it on the next working day. Simple no nonsense service from Wordery. UK
delivery is within 3 or 4 working days. International delivery varies by country. Bookseller Inventory #
9780195062670

Book Description: Oxford University Press Inc, United States, 1992. Hardback. Book Condition:
New. 235 x 160 mm. Brand New Book. Synoptic meteorology is the diagnosis, study, and
forecasting of weather using observations of simultaneous weather conditions over a wide area. In
this new, comprehensive textbook for graduate and postgraduate meteorology students, the author
presents for the first time information that is now considered essential in modern weather
forecasting. Drawing on teaching materials from his work at the University of Oklahoma, Bluestein
examines the elementary phenomena of synoptic meteorology, from scalar fields to atmospheric
kinematics, dynamics, and thermodynamics. A later volume covers the behaviour of extratropical
weather systems, fronts and jets, and precipitation systems in midlatitudes. Bookseller Inventory #



AAU9780195062670

Book Description: 1992. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 165mm x 30mm x 241mm. Hardcover.
Synoptic meteorology is the diagnosis, study, and forecasting of weather using observations of
simultaneous weather conditions over a wide area. In this new, comprehensive textbook for
graduate and .Shipping may be from our UK, US or Australian warehouse depending on stock
availability. 448 pages. 0.875. Bookseller Inventory # 9780195062670

Book Description: Oxford Univ Pr, Cary, North Carolina, U.S.A., 1992. Hard Cover. Book Condition:
Very Good. Dust Jacket Condition: Fine. Reprint. Black marker to front free endpaper. Contents
include: Mathematical Equations, Synoptic Meteorology, MKS & MTS Systems, Scaler Fields,
Kinematics, Moisture Fields. Bookseller Inventory # 29108

Book Description: Oxford University Press, USA. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 0195062671
***BRAND-NEW*** FAST Fedex shipping, so you'll receive your order FAST! (r'cd within 1-4
business days after shipping in most cases). We've been in business for over 17 years. We provide
EXCEPTIONAL customer service. We're open 24/7 to serve you best. PLEASE NOTE: Fedex does
not deliver to PO Boxes or APO addresses, so please be sure to give us a physical street address
for delivery. Also, unfortunately, we cannot ship this item to Alaska or Hawaii. Thanks!. Bookseller
Inventory # 010911O000006117

Description: Good. Hardcover. May include moderately worn cover, writing,... Good. Hardcover. May
include moderately worn cover, writing, markings or slight discoloration. SKU: 9780195062670-4-0-3
Orders ship the same or next business day. Expedited shipping within U.S. will arrive in 3-5 days.
Hassle free 14 day return policy. Contact Customer Service for questions. ISBN: 9780195062670.

Description: This new, comprehensive textbook for upper-division... This new, comprehensive
textbook for upper-division undergraduate and graduate students of meteorology presents for the
first time information that is now considered essential in modern weather forecasting. Based on a
successful series of courses tau...

Copyright in bibliographic data and cover images is held by Nielsen Book Services Limited, Baker &
Taylor, Inc., or by their respective licensors, or by the publishers, or by their respective licensors. For
personal use only. All rights reserved. All rights in images of books or other publications are
reserved by the original copyright holders.

Terms of Sale: We guarantee the condition of every book as it's described on the Abebooks web
sites. If you're dissatisfied with your purchase (Incorrect Book/Not as Described/Damaged) or if the
order hasn't arrived, you're eligible for a refund within 30 days of the estimated delivery date. If
you've changed your mind about a book that you've ordered, please use the Ask bookseller a
question link to contact us and we'll respond within 2 business days.

Portions of this page may be (c) 2006 Muze Inc. Some database content may also be provided by
Baker & Taylor Inc. Copyright 1995-2006 Muze Inc. For personal non-commercial use only. All rights
reserved. Content for books is owned by Baker & Taylor, Inc. or its licensors and is subject to
copyright and all other protections provided by applicable law.

"A new, comprehensive textbook for meteorology students. . . . containsnearly all essential
knowledge on basic kinematics and dynamics of theatmosphere. The mathematics employed is
given in a compact and clear way. Thetransformations are carefully explained and many
approximations are discussed. .. . [the numerous figures] remarkably facilitate an understanding of
theproblems described. . . . agreeable to read. . . . nicely illustrated byliterature." --Pure and Applied
Geophysics
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